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Introduction
The 2021 International Women's Day theme is
#ChooseToChallenge. We thought this an ode to feminist
activism, which is constantly challenging all that threatens
us with violence, death, silence and erasure.
In 2019, The Coalition of African Lesbians (CAL) launched the
very first issue of the African Feminist Standpoint (AFS). The
AFS is a curated digital space for Radical African Lesbian
Feminist (RALF) thinking, word and artistic expression. We
see the AFS as a space for feminist disruptors to express
themselves and a home to hold their ideas. A place to
archive and preserve our love, our passion and our
contributions to a wide variety of movements, sectors and
disciplines.
For International Women's Day 2021 we present:
The Feminist Disruptors Series: A Handbook
The Handbook is a small collection of abstracts taken from
the different issues of The AFS. These pieces have been
curated to speak to and showcase the expansiveness and
depth of Black feminist thought -and the women and gender
non-conforming people who birth them and share them with
us.
The full articles can be found on the AFS platform,
www.ralf.cal.org.za
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A luta!

The alchemy
of young
African
feminist
leadership
-Florence /Khaxas

Heartbreak influences my
activism.
My heartbreak is at the stage of
acceptance that the global
economic crises will not be
solved by a single campaign, but
through our collective leadership
and movement building we will
find holistic approaches to
design our feminist organizing.
Our autonomous spaces as
African young feminists have
always been met with hostility
and violence from the
institutions that uphold
patriarchy, however, we have
always found creative ways to
organize ourselves and break the
isolation and alienation through
collaborative action.
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Love, heartbreak & movement
building

Love at its core is the
fundamental value of our
leadership. Love as the
revolution. Love for our
communities and country
It is out of love that the young
feminist movement consciously
learns the tools and mechanisms
for accountability in feminist
organising
We understand collective care as
a revolutionary act of love.

Sise hoa se di Gao khoe
I see you documenting your
joy, friendship & love
I see you documenting your
struggle
I see you celebrate, affirm &
learn what is a healthy
environment.
She is taking charge of her
storytelling

The CAL
footprint
- An interview with
Dawn Cavanaugh

And so, this questioning of all
the language we use was quite a
big thing; there were
conversations about dropping
the word lesbian, and even
questioning the category
‘women’. There was a
realisation that there is
something wrong with the
binary and then there was the
arriving through that into a new
political moment, not just in our
heads but a knowing that
included our bodies, knowing
that actually the problem, the
thing that has to go, is gender.
It’s impossible, there is no such
thing as gender equality, it’s not
possible because gender is
inequality; it exists to create
inequality.
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On the use of the language of
LGBT rights, identity politics and
how CAL positions itself

It goes back to the idea of
nuances, it’s not clean, it isn’t
two different colours, clearly
contrasting. What was
happening in the political
moment in 2003 was that it
was part of our feminist
resistance to have these two
words – African and lesbian –
next to each other; and it added
something so powerful to our
assertion.

Even though some may be ready
to get rid of this L word, it’s
impossible right now, when the
contestation is about your right,
your freedom to name yourself in
particular ways, and it links race,
geography and sexuality in a very
particular way. And so you insist
this is what you are even though
you also know that it replays the
same binary you need to destroy.

A response to
‘The age of
the feminist
influencer’
- Sista*Seeker

On social media feminism and the
age old idea of the 'feminist
influencer'

"Often, if not always, these few feminists and
activists were located within influential
organisations and institutions that then in turn
magnified their influence or vice versa. What these
iterations of influence then did, was (whether
deliberately or not) create a gate-keeping
mechanism, that left out a lot of younger activists
and feminists, as well as people that worked
outside institutions and organisations. Proximity
to an influential feminist or an organisation
affiliated with said feminist(s), made all the
difference in determining who did and who did not
have access to what spaces and resources.

Influence, no matter what we call it - this ability to command
attention, space, time, resources, whether on a global scale or a
local one - has always been, and will always be about power... I
see this uptake of feminist language, representation and space on
social media as a way for the unaffiliated and uninstitutionalised
to gain some credibility in what is still a very heavily policed and
controlled African feminist space
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Social media is the bottom door of a full
silo flung open, with thousands and
millions of messages, ideas, stories,
feelings, everything rushing at you all
at once. At its very core and intention,
social media and the internet, offers us
all a freedom to express ourselves, even
our most problematic expressions,
which is a freedom we must fiercely
defend.

African
feminists
theorizing
sexuality
- Varyanne Sika

This vast production of women’s
activist and intellectual work
openly contests the colonial and
postcolonial constructions of
African sexualities that were
and remain central to the logic
of domination and exploitation of

Several publications and
research illustrate this strand of
feminist thinking, one of which is
the path-clearing labor
performed in books and
publications such as Feminist
Africa on Sexual Cultures (2005),
Subaltern Politics (2006); Body
Politics and Citizenship (2009)
and Researching Sexuality and
Young Women (2012). Other
groundbreaking references...
are to be found in the fictional
anthology, Queer Africa (Edited
by Karen Martin, Makhosazana
Xaba) and in the magisterial and
inexhaustible many thousands
of pages of the Women Writing
Africa, which compiled a vast
multigenerational collection of
African feminist writings. One
main contribution of these
varied feminist academic and
literary work is that it leaves
behind the colonial and Western
habit of incessantly framing
African women and gender nonconforming lives exclusively
through the lens of violence.
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the continent and its peoples, and
creatively expands existing
thinking on and interpretation of
sexualities
Not less importantly, African
scholars, researchers, activists
and artists have also emphasized
the relations and pleasures of
lesbian and queer lives.
This subversive and pleasant view
of African sexualities is also
reflected in “The Quilt”, a text
woven by the collective of Renée
Alexander Craft, Meida Mcneal,
Mshaï S. Mwangola, and Queen
Meccasia E. Zabriskie (2007) in
which the authors describe
dancing as a privileged moment
of black African feminist
friendship and life sharing. Its
poetic and impassioned
articulation of twenty-firstcentury black feminist
ethnographies stands out as a
particularly powerful contribution
for energizing African feminist
intellectual and political labors

African
Feminist
Organising and
the Right to
Development
- Anthea Taderera

The right to development
presents a key opportunity for
African feminist organising on
sexual rights in multilateral
spaces.

The right to development is a clustered
right, meaning that a number of other
rights have to be attained and enjoyed
in order to enjoy this right...This unified
framework has the potential to allow
for decolonial, radical and
intersectional approaches to the
realisation of sexual rights and
women’s rights

The right to development presents a key
opportunity for African feminist organising on
sexual rights in multilateral spaces. Unlike the
flattened neoliberal models of development often
proffered by our governments, development
under this framework is understood to be a “a
comprehensive economic, social, cultural and
political process, which aims at the constant
improvement of the well-being of the entire
population and of all individuals on the basis of
their active, free and meaningful participation in
development and in the fair distribution of
benefits resulting therefrom
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"Despite the colorful theories

The Misogyny
of
Forgiveness
Culture
- Joyce Nawiri

Forgiveness is also touted as a
religious value and since women
are expected to be more religious
than men, we’re expected to
perform or practice forgiveness
even in harmful situations.
Women who adhere to the
arbitrary rules of forgiveness as
laid down by Christianity and
African culture are marked as
being decent, well-mannered or
well-bred. Patriarchy has a
problem with women’s anger and
it teaches us that anger is a
privilege reserved for men.
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surrounding forgiveness, in
practice, the concept is deeply
flawed particularly with how it is
wielded against women."

Forgiveness culture reduces
systemic male violence against
women to individual
relationships where people can
easily prescribe relationship
tools like forgiveness. Male
violence against women doesn’t
simply take place in the cocoon
of an individual relationship,
neither is it a random act of a
single individual. It’s structurally
enforced by the inequality

When forgiveness is
placed as the apex of
survivor’s progress or
conflict resolution, it only
serves to obstruct or
overlook valid emotions
thereby posing a
hindrance to women’s
health and development.
The culture of forgiveness
is pervasive, widespread
and hard to see for what
it is – victim blaming –
because of unchecked
harmful views

Healing as
love; love
as healing
- Tshegofatso Senne

It was within therapy where I
was able to unwrap all the ways
in which my grandmother and
mother have equipped me to
become a person who so deeply
values care, love, tenderness and
pleasure in all I do. It was via
their teachings that I became
invested in understanding the
role of our own healing within
the path towards liberation. It
was through their struggles I
learnt to differentiate how I
wanted to live my life and all I
did and did not want to give my
energy to. It was through crying
and laughing within various
situations that I understood that
healing, wellness and self-care
are never linear. It was thanks
to their duality of strength and
softness that I began
discovering what feminism could
offer a young girl who was
angry at how the world drained
the women of my bloodline. It
was thanks to them that I found
solace in the multitudinous
nature of spirituality
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“last night,
i asked my grandmother
what to do with all the pain,

‘wash it clean with love’
she said”
– Ijeoma Umebinyuo

Lorde’s Uses of the Erotic teaches
us so much about the power that
we have when we tap into erotic
energy and how this enriches our
practices of wellness. It is an
energy that prioritises what
aliveness feels like, how we map
our destinies and desires and
integrates the spiritual within it.
It is within this praxis that I’ve
been exploring my own
spirituality as an extension of my
own wellness.

As we undid my grandmother’s
styled dreadlocks in her hospital
bed shortly after she passed, my
mother and I wept quietly. I will
always remember the meditation
that this simple act held for us. As
we washed her body soon before
her funeral, I learnt the
importance of our spiritual
practices yet again.

I sit with
curling
tongs
- Sedica Davids

“The way of punishing scolding
women is pleasant enough. They
fasten an armchair to the end of
two beams twelve or fifteen feet
long, and parallel to each other,
so that these two pieces of wood
with their two ends embrace the
chair, which hangs between them
by a sort of axle, by which means
it plays freely, and always
remains in the natural horizontal
position in which a chair should
be, that a person may sit
conveniently in it, whether you
raise it or let it down. They set up
a post on the bank of a pond or
river, and over this post they lay,
almost in equilibrio, the two
pieces of wood, at one end of
which the chair hangs just over
the water. They place the woman
in this chair and so plunge her
into the water as often as the
sentence directs, in order to cool
her immoderate heat”
Alice Morse Earle (1896).
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I sit with curling tongs
Straightening out the kink that
leads to my despair
I find myself transported as a
16th century compere
My finger clicks a search engine
Feminists of sound enraged
mind and tongue
The communis rixatrix or
common scold
Persecuted for scolding
though married women
featured most frequently
while widows were rarely
labelled scolds
Nagging arias of my womxns
voice
Heat rises in me
immoderately
the cucking chair would soon
become the ducking chair
the cuckold the character that
Shakespeare held dear
A scold’s bridle muzzles my
mouth
Parades me through my village,
my town
I spoke up, I called out, I stood
firm
With a jolt
a hissing sneer
sees me sitting with burning hair

